GOODS

1. BAG OF TRICKS
   Speed your movement through airport security with the Cocoon Innovations travel-toiletry kit. Its 3-1-1 storage system—which allows you to pass through X-ray machines unproclaimed, while reading the instructions of TSA representatives—is another great time-saver. / $70 / cocooninnovations.com

2. SIT AND STARE
   Remember how driver's-seat movies thrilled your kids? The Zomo Trevi row projector turns your seatback into a mini movie screen. It allows you to recall the joy of the movies witnessed without the static. / $499 / benn.com

3. WIND IT UP
   With its wind-up crank and key solar panel, this sneaky-inch radio will come in handy when the battery dies on that fancy phone. GPS or MP3 player that was keeping you entertained and in touch? / $29 / useofthings.com

4. PALM OF YOUR HAND
   Now that the initial fever for the Palm Pre has cooled, the only smartphone currently capable of challenging the iPhone’s reign can be had without waiting in line for a week. Of course, with crisp graphics and elegant apps, waiting may just have been perfectly justified. / $199 / palm.com

5. A FEELING
   The poteliun-filled, apple-flavored banana comes in a protective case that peels right off when you’re ready to eat. Perfect when you’re on the go!